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n HW 3 out now

n Paper readings on Wednesday: 

n Autonomous Automobile Trajectory Tracking for Off-Road Driving:Controller Design, Experimental 

Validation and Racing, Hoffman et al 

n Sampling-based Model Predictive Control Leveraging Parallelizable Physics Simulations, Pezzato et al

Logistics

https://ai.stanford.edu/~gabeh/papers/hoffmann_stanley_control07.pdf
https://ai.stanford.edu/~gabeh/papers/hoffmann_stanley_control07.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09105.pdf
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n Minimize sum of costs, subject to dynamics and other constraints

Generalized Problem: Optimal Control

Can be costs like smoothness, preferences, speed Can be constraints like velocity/acceleration bounds



Linear Quadratic Regulator

n Linear system (model)
n Quadratic cost function to 

minimize



Turns into a recursion at time-to-go = i

RUNTIME:

Optimal controller is linear in x

Optimal cost is quadratic in x



The LQR algorithm

Algorithm OptimalValueControl(A, B, Q, R, time-to-go):

if time-to-go == 0:
return 0, Q

else:
Pi-1 = OptimalValueControl(A, B, Q, R, time-to-go - 1)

return Ki, Pi

Optimal controller is linear in x

Optimal cost is quadratic in x



LQR in Action: Stanford Helicopter

HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/0JL04JJJOCCABBEEL ET AL., 2006



LQR in Action

Klemm et al 2020



What if the system is not linear/quadratic? 

Non-linear

Non-quadratic

Just use a Taylor expansion! à 1st order for dynamics, 2nd order for cost

<latexit sha1_base64="qRFGFCeBlRrzR01RQZYWHbzolKk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFPUiFL14rGA/oF1KNs22sdlkSbJiWfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XZyK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKlloghtEMmlagdYU84EbRhmOG3HiuIo4LQVjG6mfuuRKs2kuDfjmPoRHggWMoKNlZph+ekUXfWKJbfizoCWiZeREmSo94pf3b4kSUSFIRxr3fHc2PgpVoYRTieFbqJpjMkID2jHUoEjqv10du0EnVilj0KpbAmDZurviRRHWo+jwHZG2Az1ojcV//M6iQkv/ZSJODFUkPmiMOHISDR9HfWZosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGBlSwIXiLLy+T5lnFO69U76ql2nUWRx6O4BjK4MEF1OAW6tAAAg/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatOSebOYQ/cD5/AEikjks=</latexit>

f(x) =

<latexit sha1_base64="yUj0sJteoWj6GeFZxzpQVG9TgAQ=">AAACEnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmlBghRrJriFoSbSwxkUcChNwdZmHC7CMzsway2W+w8VdsLDTG1srOv3GALRQ8yU3OnHNv5t7jhJxJZVnfRmZpeWV1Lbue29jc2t4xd/fqMogEoTUS8EA0HZCUM5/WFFOcNkNBwXM4bTjDm4nfeKBCssC/V+OQdjzo+8xlBJSWumbRLYyKuA1hKIIRdgtQxKe47QogsXuiX0lsHyaF0RkUu2beKllT4EVipySPUlS75le7F5DIo74iHKRs2VaoOjEIxQinSa4dSRoCGUKftjT1waOyE09PSvCxVnrYDYQuX+Gp+nsiBk/KsefoTg/UQM57E/E/rxUp96oTMz+MFPXJ7CM34lgFeJIP7jFBieJjTYAIpnfFZAA6D6VTzOkQ7PmTF0n9vGRflMp35XzlOo0jiw7QESogG12iCrpFVVRDBD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz5mrRkjndlHf2B8/gDDBpsG</latexit>

f(x) ⇡ f(a) +
f 0(a)

1!
(x� a) Dropping higher order terms, when x-a is small enough

Linear function in x



What if the system is not linear/quadratic? 
n Let’s study a simple case, where cost is quadratic, and there exists 

optimal tracking actions

n Problem statement:

n Transform into linear time varying case (LTV):

At Bt



What if the system is not linear/quadratic? 

Non-linear

Non-quadratic

Use linear/quadratic Taylor expansion 
about current nominal states/actions 

LQR
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Why might this not be enough?

Non-linear

Non-quadratic

Use linear/quadratic Taylor expansion 
about current nominal states/actions 

Might be a poor, local approximation!

May not be able to incorporate 
constraints



Let’s revisit ideas from Bayesian filtering 

Linear Gaussian assumption Sampling-based approximation

Filtering

Control

Kalman Filtering Particle Filtering

LQR Sampling based MPC



Solving Optimal Control with Sampling

Can soften by taking softmin rather than argmin

1. Sample a set of K action trajectories of T steps from start state
2. Evaluate each K step action sequence through the model and 

get per trajectory cost
3. Choose minimum trajectory cost trajectory
4. Execute lowest cost actions

Random Sampling



Solving Optimal Control with Sampling – issues?

1. Open-loop controller may not be able to deal 
with unexpected events/divergences

2. Computation of full controller can be expensive:
à Do it on the fly!

3. Model might be wrong, errors may accumulate
4. …

1. Sample a set of K action trajectories of T steps from start state
2. Evaluate each K step action sequence through the model and 

get per trajectory cost
3. Choose minimum trajectory cost trajectory
4. Execute lowest cost actions



Why do we need to replan?

What happens if the controls are planned once and executed?



What happens if the controls are planned once and executed?

Why do we need to replan?



Solving Optimal Control with Sampling – issues?

A stationary feedback controller may not be 
able to deal with unexpected events Replanning can help with divergence 

Model-Predictive/Receding Horizon Control

1. Plan with random shooting from st
2. Execute the first action a0 and reach st+1



General Replanning Framework - MPC

Step 3: Repeat!

Step 2: Execute the first control

Step 1: Solve optimization problem to a horizon



2
3

How are the controls executed?

Step 1: Solve optimization problem to a horizon



2
4

How are the controls executed?

Step 2: Execute the first control

Step 1: Solve optimization problem to a horizon



2
5

Step 3: Repeat!

Step 2: Execute the first control

Step 1: Solve optimization problem to a horizon

How are the controls executed?



Does it work?

Nagabandi et al



Why might this not work?

Searching for a needle in 
a haystack by random 

shooting, high variance!

Planning with Shooting + MPC

1. Sample a set of K action trajectories of T steps from start state
2. Evaluate each K step action sequence through the model and 

get per trajectory cost
3. Choose minimum trajectory cost trajectory
4. Execute lowest cost actions



Better Sampling Techniques for MPC
Sampled from stationary 

uniform/gaussian distribution
Can we inform the sampling 

function with the cost function?

Idea: Iteratively upweight sampling 
distribution around the things that are lower 

cost



Better Sampling Techniques for Shooting - MPPI
Idea: Iteratively upweight sampling 

distribution around the things that are 
lower costs

Sample trajectories using these action 
sequences with the model  

Sample N action sequences

Update action sampler by upweighting 
low cost actions

Referred to as MPPI, lower variance!



Does it work?

AutoRally



Does it work?
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What is stability?

t

e(t)

Time

Er
ro

r



Detour: How do we make a pendulum stable?

Choose such that 

What control law should we use to stabilize the pendulum, i.e.



How does the passive error dynamics behave?

Set u=0. Dynamics is not stable. 



How do we verify if a controller is stable?

Is this stable? How do we know?

We can simulate the dynamics from different start point and check….
but how many points do we check? what if  we miss some points?

Lets pick the following law: 



Key Idea: Think about energy!



Make energy decay to 0 and stay there

Choose a control law



Lyapunov function:
A generalization of energy 



Lyapunov function for a closed-loop system

1. Construct an energy function that is always positive

Energy is only 0 at the origin, i.e.

2. Choose a control law such that this energy always decreases

Energy rate is 0 at origin, i.e.

No matter where you start, energy will decay and you will reach 0!



Dynamics of the car

Let’s get provable control for our car!



> 0

Let’s define the following Lyapunov function

Compute derivative

Let’s get provable control for our car!



Let’s get provable control for our car!

Trick: Set u intelligently to get this term to always be negative



So what’s the point of Lyapunov theory?

Option 1: 

Use Lyapunov theory to construct stable controllers

Option 2: 

Use Lyapunov theory to verify controllers for stability
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